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Abstract

Traditionally, natural language processing (NLP) models often use a rich set of features created by linguistic expertise, such as semantic representations. However, in the era of large language models (LLMs), more and more tasks are turned into generic, end-to-end sequence generation problems. In this paper, we investigate the question: what is the role of semantic representations in the era of LLMs? Specifically, we investigate the effect of Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) across five diverse NLP tasks. We propose an AMR-driven chain-of-thought prompting method, which we call AMR-CoT, and find that it generally hurts performance more than it helps. To investigate what AMR may have to offer on these tasks, we conduct a series of analysis experiments. We find that it is difficult to predict which input examples AMR may help or hurt on, but errors tend to arise with multi-word expressions, named entities, and in the final inference step where the LLM must connect its reasoning over the AMR to its prediction. We recommend focusing on these areas for future work in semantic representations for LLMs.1

1 Introduction

Formal representations of linguistic structure and meaning have long held an important role in the construction and evaluation of NLP systems. Semantic representations such as Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR; Banarescu et al., 2013) are designed to distill the semantic information of text to a graph consisting of the entities, events, and states mentioned in a text and the relations between them. Existing studies have shown the benefits of representations like AMR in a variety of NLP tasks, such as paraphrase detection (Issa et al., 2018), machine translation (Song et al., 2019), event extraction (Garg et al., 2015; Huang et al., 2018), code generation (Yin and Neubig, 2017), and others (Dohare and Karnick, 2017; Jangra et al., 2022; Wolfson et al., 2020; Kapanipathi et al., 2021). By explicitly representing the propositional structure of sentences, AMR removes much of the information from text that is irrelevant to semantic tasks, while surfacing the most important information (entities, relations, etc.), rendering them easier to operate on. In theory, this implies that using AMR as an intermediate representation should make it easier for a model to learn to perform such tasks, in the same way that a representation like Arabic numerals aids with arithmetic (see Figure 1).

"Gary" is associated with "Philadelphia" in AMR1, but with "Rochester" in AMR2. [...]
However, learning to produce and operate over representations like AMR is nontrivial, especially since AMR data is limited. In contrast, modern NLP systems based on large language models (LLMs) learn to directly manipulate text very effectively (Ignat et al., 2024), not only achieving high performance on a variety of tasks without using intermediate formal representations (Brown et al., 2020), but also achieving gains by directly using informal textual intermediates in methods such as chain-of-thought (CoT) prompting (Wei et al., 2022). Due to economic concerns (Zhao et al., 2022; Samsi et al., 2023; Patterson et al., 2021; Sharir et al., 2020), there is a growing trend to utilize readily available pre-trained LLMs in various application scenarios, without allocating additional resources for training or fine-tuning the models. These trends raise the question:

What is the role of semantic representations in the era of LLMs, when no training or finetuning is involved?

Motivated by this question, we propose a theoretical formulation of representation power, and what it means to have an ideal representation for text, using ideas from Kolmogorov complexity (Solomonoff, 1964; Kolmogorov, 1965). Our key observation is that making use of even a very strong intermediate representation requires optimizing the model with regard to that representation; however, when using (out of the box) pretrained LLMs, the optimal representation will be the one which the LLM can most effectively use on the basis of its pretraining, which might shift away from the optimal representation for a learnable mapping to the output space. In short, the a priori ideal representation for a task is not necessarily the ideal representation for an LLM to use.

Given this, we empirically study how good AMR is as an intermediate representation for LLMs. Specifically, we answer the following three questions: (1) Does AMR help LLM performance? (2) When does AMR help, and when doesn’t it? (3) Why does it help or not help in these cases?

On a diverse set of five NLP tasks, our experiments show that the contribution of AMR in the era of LLMs is not as great as that in the traditional setup where we can optimize the model for the representation. AMR causes a slight fluctuation of performance by -3 to +1 percentage points. However, we find that AMR is helpful for a subset of samples. We also find that the next step for using AMR to improve performance is likely not improving AMR parser performance, but improving the LLM’s ability to map AMR representations into the output space.

In summary, the contributions of our work are as follows:

1. We are the first to investigate how semantic representations such as AMR can be leveraged to help LLM performance in the practical situation where no training is involved;
2. We propose a formalization of representation power for intermediate representations of language, and comprehensive experimental studies investigating whether, when, and why AMR can help when performing semantic tasks with LLMs;
3. We present thorough analysis experiments and results reflecting on the contribution of traditional linguistic structures such as semantic representations in the current wave of LLMs, and point out potential areas for improvement.

2 Formalizing Representation Power

In this section, we propose a framework to formulate representation power in both the pre-LLM era, where we do not outsource the training of the models, and the LLM era, where a lot of practical settings are to optimize the representation with regard to given fixed LLMs.

2.1 Notation

Suppose we have a dataset $D := \{(x_i, y_i)\}_{i=1}^N$ consisting of $N$ pairs of input $x_i$ and corresponding output $y_i$. Given the task to learn the $x \mapsto y$ mapping, we can consider it as a two-stage modeling process: the first step is to convert the raw input $x$ into a good representation $r$ by the representation model $g : x \mapsto r$, and the second step is to perform the computation that takes the representation $r$ and predicts the output $y$ by a computation model $h : r \mapsto y$. In this way, we decompose the resulting overall $x \mapsto y$ modeling process into

$$p(y| x) = p_y(r|x)p_h(y|r) , \quad (1)$$

where the overall probabilistic model $p(y|x)$ is turned into first the representation step $p_y(r|x)$ to generate the representation $r$ given the input $x$, and
then the computation step \( p_h(y|r) \) to perform operations on the intermediate representation \( r \) to derive the output \( y \).

### 2.2 Problem Formulation

Let us draw some intuition from the math example in Figure 1. To represent numbers, the first representation choice \( r_1 \) is the English expression, such as “Three hundred eighty-eight plus twelve,” and the second, intuitively stronger representation \( r_2 \) is the same calculation in Arabic numbers, “388+12”.

For our research question of whether AMR demonstrates stronger representation power than raw text, we formulate the question as follows:

- **Representation choices:** \( \mathcal{R} = \{ \text{text}, \text{amr} \} \) (which is an instance of text and its semantic representation, a common question of interest in linguistics);
- **Representation power:** some properties of the function \( h : r \mapsto y \).

The next question becomes theorizing what properties of the computation model \( h : r \mapsto y \) we are optimizing for, for which we will introduce two formulations, one in the pre-LLM era and the other in the LLM era.

### 2.3 Ideal Representations in the Pre-LLM Era

Continuing on with the Arabic number example: Our claim is that the representation \( r_2 \) (i.e., the Arabic number) is better than \( r_1 \) (i.e., the English expression) because the computation for \( h_2 : r_2 \mapsto y \) is simpler than \( h_1 : r_1 \mapsto y \), as measured by Kolmogorov complexity, or algorithmic entropy (Solomonoff, 1964; Kolmogorov, 1965), which is a theoretical construct of the complexity of an algorithm in bits.\(^2\) Intuitively, the shortest program specifying an algorithm to take English expressions like “Three hundred eighty-eight plus twelve” as input and produce “Four hundred” as output should be longer than for the one taking “388+12” as input and “400” as output, since the former requires more complicated string manipulation to achieve the same effect.

We also use this notion of Kolmogorov complexity to quantify the power of representations for language. The intuition is that powerful representations are those that significantly simplify the complexity of the computation model \( h \). Hence, the optimal representation function \( g^* \in \mathcal{G} \) from the set \( \mathcal{G} \) of possible functions should satisfy

\[
g^* = \underset{g \in \mathcal{G}}{\arg\min} \min_{h \in \mathcal{H}} K(h),
\]

where \( h : g(x) \mapsto y \),

and the optimal representation \( r^* \) is

\[
r^* = g^*(x).
\]

Here, note that given each representation function, we optimize over all possible computation models \( h \) from the hypothesis space \( \mathcal{H} \) to achieve the minimal Kolmogorov complexity \( K(h) \).

If the representation enables the computation model \( h \) to have a low Kolmogorov complexity, it usually results in several good properties, such as that learning \( h \) has smaller generalization risks, requires fewer data samples, has smaller empirical risks, and results in more robustness, as introduced in Jin et al. (2021). Various studies explore the theoretical foundations for the above claims by connecting Kolmogorov complexity with statistical learning theory. For example, Vapnik (1995, §4.6.1) shows that an upper bound of Kolmogorov complexity, called “compression coefficient,” can bound the generalization error in classification problems; Shalev-Shwartz and Ben-David (2014, Eq. 3) and Goldblum et al. (2023) show that generalization error is upper bounded by training error plus a term involving the Kolmogorov complexity of the hypothesis space.

This is, we argue, the implicit framework behind many previous studies showing AMR as a better representation than the raw text sequence by demonstrating its better performance (Turian et al., 2010), data efficiency (Liu et al., 2021), and robustness and domain transferability (Li et al., 2016; Jin et al., 2021). A crucial element of these studies is that they train models customized explicitly for the AMR representation, optimizing \( h \) over the hypothesis space \( \mathcal{H} \).

### 2.4 Representation Power in the LLM Era

As mentioned previously, in the era of LLMs, we are moving towards the paradigm where the model training is usually outsourced, and during the inference stage, i.e., for most use cases, the model weights are fixed. Formally, this means two differences from the previous setting: (1) the hypothesis space \( \mathcal{H} \) is collapsed to a size of one, containing...
only the fixed function $h_{LLM}$, (2) the optimization constraint in Eq. (3) that $h$ can map the representation to the ground truth $y$ is not necessarily guaranteed, namely that $h$ could lead to $\hat{y}$, with certain estimation error.

Therefore, the key measure of representation power in the LLM era naturally shifts from simplicity of the computation model $h$—which aids optimization towards low estimation error—to low estimation error itself, i.e., $E[\delta(\hat{y}, y)]$, where $\delta$ is the error function. This change results in a shift from the double optimization over both $r$ and $h$ to the optimization only of $r$ with regard to the fixed $h_{LLM}$:

$$g_{LLM}^r = \arg\min_{g \in G} E[\delta(\hat{y}, y)] , \quad \text{(5)}$$

$$= \arg\min_{g \in G} E[\delta(h_{LLM}(g(x)), y)] , \quad \text{(6)}$$

where the optimal representation $r^*_{LLM}$ becomes

$$r^*_{LLM} = g^r_{LLM}(x) . \quad \text{(7)}$$

This framework can also be used to explain the success, for example, of CoT prompting (Wei et al., 2022; Nye et al., 2021) in terms of how the intermediate representation generated by CoT better unlocks the power of LLMs.

Comparing Eqs. (2) to (4) with Eqs. (5) to (7), we can see that the ideal best representation $r^*$ is not necessarily equal to the representation $r^*_{LLM}$ that works well with LLMs, so there remains a need for experiments to fill in this knowledge gap.

It is also worth noting that for any learned representation function $g$, errors in $p_g(r|x)$ relative to $p_g^*(r|x)$ may cascade into the computation step $p(y|r)$, harming the final output. We investigate this concern in Section 6.1.

### 3 Designing the AMRCoT Experiments

We introduce an AMR-driven prompting method which we call AMRCoT, and investigate its performance on five datasets with five LLMs.

#### 3.1 Dataset Setup

We test AMRCoT on paraphrase detection (Zhang et al., 2019), machine translation (Bojar et al., 2016), logical fallacy detection (Jin et al., 2022a), event extraction (Garg et al., 2015), and text-to-SQL generation (Yu et al., 2018). We select these tasks as they hinge on complex sentence structures and most of them are reported to have benefited from AMR in the pre-LLM era (Issa et al., 2018; Song et al., 2019; Garg et al., 2015; Yin and Neubig, 2017).

For each dataset, we first take the entire original test set, and if it has fewer than 5,000 examples, we also include the development or training set. Data statistics are in Table 1 and details on test set construction are in Appendix A.1.

#### 3.2 AMRCoT Prompt Design

To test the utility of AMR with LLMs, we draw inspiration from the CoT prompt design (Wei et al., 2022; Nye et al., 2021), together with CoT variants on causal (Jin et al., 2023) and moral reasoning tasks (Jin et al., 2022b), which enables models to answer an initially difficult question with the help of assistive intermediate steps to render the task easier.

We propose AMRCoT, in which we supplement the input text with an automatically-generated AMR and condition the LLM on the input text and AMR when generating the answer. If AMR has a stronger representation power than the raw text, then providing AMR as an assistive intermediate step should improve the performance of LLMs.

We compare AMRCoT to directly querying the LLMs, denoted BASE. An example prompt pair is shown in Table 2, and all prompts for all datasets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Test Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PAWS</td>
<td>Paraphrase Detection</td>
<td>8,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMT16</td>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>5,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logic</td>
<td>Logical Fallacy Detection</td>
<td>2,449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pubmed45</td>
<td>Event Extraction</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPIDER</td>
<td>Text2SQL Code Generation</td>
<td>8,034</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1:** Tasks and datasets used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASE</th>
<th>Please translate the following text from English to German. Text: {sentence1} Translation:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMRCoT</td>
<td>You are given a text and its abstract meaning representation (AMR). Text: {sentence1} AMR: {amr1} Please translate the text from English to German. You can refer to the provided AMR if it helps you in creating the translation. Translation:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2:** Example BASE and AMRCoT prompt (for the translation task). We serialize AMRs with the commonly used Penman notation (Patten, 1993).
are in Appendix A.3.

3.3 Language Models
Since our experiments require models that can reasonably understand and reason over the symbols in AMRs, we find that only the instruction-tuned GPT models, from text-davinci-001 to GPT-4, are capable of processing it, but not the open-sourced models such as LLaMa and Alpaca, at the time we conducted our research. For reproducibility, we set the text generation temperature to 0 for all models, and we use the model checkpoints from June 13, 2023 for GPT-3.5 and GPT-4, namely gpt-3.5-turbo-0613 and gpt-4-0613..

3.4 Addressing Research Questions
4 Q1: Does AMR Help LLMs?
First, we are interested in the utility of AMR as an intermediate representation for LLMs. Specifically, we answer the following subquestions: what is the overall effect of AMR as a representation on LLMs’ performance (Section 4.1)? Does the effect vary case by case (Section 4.2)? And how does the effect change with using various LLMs with different levels of capabilities (Section 4.3)?

4.1 Overall Effect of AMR
We first evaluate the overall effect of AMR as a representation to assist LLMs. Following the setup in Section 3, Table 3 shows performance on our five NLP tasks. Comparing AMRCoT to the BASE method which directly queries LLMs, AMR does not have an overall positive impact on performance. The performance fluctuates between a slight drop (-1 to -3 in most tasks) and a slight increase (+0.61 in the case of Text-to-SQL code generation).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>BASE</th>
<th>∆AMRCoT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PAWS</td>
<td>Paraphrase Detection</td>
<td>78.25</td>
<td>-3.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMT</td>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>27.52</td>
<td>-0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logic</td>
<td>Fallacy Detection</td>
<td>55.61</td>
<td>-0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pubmed45</td>
<td>Event Extraction</td>
<td>39.65</td>
<td>-3.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPIDER</td>
<td>Text2SQL</td>
<td>43.78</td>
<td>+0.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Across the five tasks, we report the baseline performance (BASE), and the additional impact of AMRCoT (∆AMRCoT), using GPT-4. See statistical significance tests in Appendix D.1.

4.2 Helpfulness of AMR in Some Cases
Using AMR hardly changes overall performance, but this could be either because it does not change model predictions or because it helps in roughly as many cases as it hurts. To explore which is the case, we calculate the percentage of examples which are helped and hurt by AMRCoT, shown in Table 4. We count a sample as helped by AMR if its prediction improves (i.e., the output changes from incorrect to correct in classification tasks, or its score increases in text generation tasks), and hurt by AMR if its prediction degrades; the rest of the examples are considered unchanged.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>% Helped</th>
<th>% Hurt</th>
<th>% Unchanged</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PAWS</td>
<td>15.64</td>
<td>20.36</td>
<td>63.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMT</td>
<td>14.55</td>
<td>20.95</td>
<td>64.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logic</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>95.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pubmed45</td>
<td>4.84</td>
<td>11.66</td>
<td>83.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPIDER</td>
<td>4.94</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>90.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Percentage of test samples that are helped (% Helped), hurt (% Hurt), or unchanged (% Unchanged) when we change from BASE to AMRCoT using GPT-4.

As shown in Table 4, AMR can change a significant proportion of answers, with 36.64% changed on PAWS, and 37.62% changed on WMT. On its face, the lack of overall improvement from AMR supports the current concern in the NLP community that traditional linguistics might have little role to play in improving the performance of NLP systems in the era of LLMs (Ignat et al., 2024). However, as there is a substantial subset of the data where AMR helps, if these improvements come from certain systematically identifiable subsets of the data, then this could provide clues for how structures such as AMR may potentially be leveraged to improve overall performance. We investigate this question further in Sections 5 and 6.

4.3 AMR’s Effect on Models with Different Capabilities
Figure 2 shows the results of our experiments on models of varying capability, from text-davinci-001, -002, -003, to GPT-3.5 and GPT-4. Overall, AMRCoT hurts performance for most tasks and models, again with Text-to-SQL being the exception, at least for text-davinci-003 and GPT-4. In some cases, less capable models degrade more when using AMR, which might be due to their limited ability to comprehend AMR and reason over its special symbols. This is consistent with our preliminary observations that none of the non-instruction-tuned earlier GPT models, or the less capable models such as LLaMa and Alpaca, comprehend AMR or reason over them well.
5 Q2: When Does AMR Help/Hurt?

The previous section shows that AMR is helpful or harmful for different samples. Now we investigate the conditions under which it helps or harms performance, in particular whether this can be predicted from features of the input text. We first illustrate a case study in Section 5.1, where AMR’s lack of ability to capture the semantic equivalence of multi-word expressions (MWEs) hinders paraphrase detection. Then, we perform two systematic interpretability studies: First, we treat linguistic features as our hypotheses, and extract features with high correlation with AMR helpfulness (Section 5.2); second, we directly train classifiers to learn AMR helpfulness (Section 5.3).

5.1 Case Study: AMR’s Shortcomings on MWEs

AMR has its unique advantages and limitations, from which we can interpret what cases it can help, and what cases not. One such limitation of AMR is its lack of ability to capture MWEs such as idiomatic expressions, which makes it overlook certain semantic equivalences for paraphrase detection. Consider the example in Figure 3. Here, the proper paraphrase for the MWE *swan song* is not “bird song,” but “final performance.” However, the AMRs for the three sentences do not reflect this; the AMR for the “swan song” sentence is structurally and lexically more similar to the “bird song” AMR than the one for the “final performance” variant.

Given this intuition, we qualitatively study whether AMR systematically fails on texts that contain more MWEs. We run AMRCoT on a self-composed dataset of paraphrase detection involving slang, assuming slang has more MWEs. Since our experiments need annotations for both slang paraphrase pairs and AMRs, we compose two datasets, GoldSlang-ComposedAMR, and GoldAMR-ComposedSlang. For GoldSlang-ComposedAMR, we use the curated slang paraphrase pairs by Tayyar Madabushi et al. (2021) and generate their AMRs with an off-the-shelf parser (Drozdov et al., 2022). For GoldAMR-ComposedSlang, we use gold AMRs from the LDC AMR 3.0 corpus (Banarescu et al., 2013), and compose slang paraphrases using a combination of manual annotation and assistance from GPT-4. The data curation steps and data statistics are in Appendix B.1.

Table 5 shows evaluation results, where AMRCoT causes a large drop in performance compared to BASE, more substantial than the slight fluctuation of -3 to +1 percentage points shown previously in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>BASE</th>
<th>ΔAMRCoT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GoldSlang-ComposedAMR</td>
<td>86.83</td>
<td>-6.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GoldAMR-ComposedSlang</td>
<td>77.69</td>
<td>-8.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: AMRCoT results in a large drop in performance on slang-comprising paraphrase detection data.
Table 6: The top five features with the highest positive correlation coefficients to AMR helpfulness: the frequency of adjectives among all the words (Adj POS Tag Frequency), average word complexity level by the age of acquisition (Kuperman et al., 2012), number of adjuncts, maximum word complexity level by the age of acquisition, and average word frequency.

Table 7: The top five features with the highest negative correlation coefficients to AMR helpfulness: the number of named entities, percentage of tokens containing digits, number of proper nouns (e.g., London), number of third person singular pronouns (e.g., he), and number of quantifier phrase modifiers. See detailed explanations of features in Appendix C.

Table 3. It is very likely that, due to the shortcomings of AMR on MWEs, AMRCoT mostly distracts the model, yielding worse performance.

5.2 Large-Scale Text Feature Analysis

The case study above provides a precise insight into a special case when AMR does not work. To systematically explore a larger set of hypotheses, we perform a feature analysis over the input texts. We formulate the contribution of AMR as the AMR helpfulness score, which is the per-example performance difference between AMRCoT and BASE, ranging between -100% and 100%, where a negative value means that AMR hurts performance on the example, and a positive value means that AMR improves performance.

For each input, we compute a comprehensive set of linguistic features, including 139 features on the text representation, and 4 features derived from the AMR. Specifically, we obtain 55 features using the Text Characterization Toolkit (TCT) (Simig et al., 2022), which is specifically designed to facilitate the analysis of text dataset properties, 17 different part-of-speech (POS) tags, 44 dependency tags, and 61 other hand-crafted features, which characterize the semantic and syntactic complexity of the input text, such as the number of arguments vs. adjuncts (Haspelmath, 2014).

Tables 6 and 7 show the Pearson correlation between each linguistic feature and the AMR helpfulness score. Overall, the correlation of each individual feature to the AMR helpfulness score is not strong, either because these features do not explain much about AMR helpfulness, or because it requires a combination of multiple features. Though the correlations are weak, the top correlated features in Table 6 align with our intuition that AMR should be helpful for semantically complex sentences: AMR is most helpful for samples with more adjectives, complex words, and adjuncts. In Table 7, the top negative feature, the number of named entities, echoes the finding in our previous MWE case study in Section 5.1, and we systematically show that AMR is most harmful on samples with many named entities, tokens containing digits, and proper nouns.

5.3 AMR Helpfulness Prediction as a Learning Task

Now we analyze the upper-bound predictability of AMR helpfulness from the input, both on the basis of our linguistic features and text input itself. Specifically, we train models to predict AMR helpfulness as a binary classification task where the positive class is the case where AMR helps, and the negative class is the rest. Merging all five datasets together, we have a binary classification dataset of 19,405 training samples, 4,267 development samples, and 5,766 test samples, with positive labels composing 10.38% of the dataset.

As shown in Table 8, classifiers based on linguistic features achieve an F1 score of up to 32.67%. BERT-based deep learning models improve by up to 1.16 F1 scores, with substantial increases in recall. For interpretability, we run Shapley feature attribution method (Fryer et al., 2021) and find that
words that signal the existence of clauses tend to have high importance for the classifier, such as “what,” “how,” “said,” and “says.” These results do not provide a clear explanation of when AMR can help, but give a starting point, and we welcome future research to continue exploring the potential benefits of AMR. The fact that AMR helpfulness is challenging to predict even for BERT models may indicate either that we need more data to learn the features that predict this, or that a substantial portion of the changes that AMR makes to model predictions correspond to noise (i.e., help or hurt in unpredictable ways).

**6 Q3: Why Does AMR Help/Hurt?**

To understand why AMR helps or hurts when it does, we look into the following subquestions: (1) how does parser-generated AMR work compared with gold AMR (Section 6.1)? (2) what is the representation power of AMR versus text when the other is ablated (Section 6.2)? And (3) how does AMR help in each step of the reasoning process (Section 6.3)?

**6.1 Gold vs. Parser-Generated AMR**

First, we investigate whether there are cascading errors before the CoT process, due to mistakes in the parser-generated AMR. For example, the reported performance of Drozdov et al. (2022) is 83% on AMR 3.0 (Banarescu et al., 2013). To assess this, we compare AMRCoT performance when using predicted versus gold AMRs. Testing this requires data with gold AMR annotations as well as gold labels for some downstream NLP task we can evaluate the models on. To this end, we take the intersection of the AMR 3.0 dataset (Banarescu et al., 2013) with Ontonotes 5.0 (Pradhan et al., 2011), which contains 131 sentences that have both gold AMR and named entity recognition (NER) annotations. We list the intuition of why AMR can be helpful for NER in Appendix B.2.

Using this AMR-NER dataset, we compare the performance of AMRCoT with gold AMR versus parser-generated AMR on NER, shown in Table 9. Both lead to similar results, with a difference of less than two percentage points (which is not statistically significant, with \( p = 0.627 \) by t-test). The test set is unfortunately too small to reliably detect an effect of reasonable size, due to the lack of available data with both gold AMR and NLP task annotations; this result is also specific to NER, which may not have all of the relevant features for understanding the effect of gold versus automatically produced AMRs. However, the fact that the observed effect size is very small constitutes some evidence that improving the predicted AMRs would likely not play a huge role in increasing downstream performance with current models.

**6.2 Ablating the AMR/Text Representation**

As discussed in Section 2, AMR and text representations are two different surface forms for expressing sentence semantics, but one representation may be more useful to the LLM than the other. To test this, we conduct an ablation study removing either the original text or the AMR and measuring performance (see Appendix A.6). To avoid the potential for cascading errors from the parsing process, we use the AMR-NER dataset with the gold AMR.

![Figure 4: Ablation studies of AMR and text representations in the prompt on the AMR-NER dataset using GPT-4. Starting from the AMRCoT prompt with the complete text and AMR, we randomly drop out a certain portion of tokens in the text/AMR, and see the effect on the task performance.](image)

**Results** In addition to previous results contrasting AMRCoT, which provides both the text and AMR in the prompt, and BASE with the text-only input, we show the results of a more granular analysis in Figure 4, where we randomly drop out text and AMR tokens and measure the effect on task performance. Similar to the above, we find that dropping AMR marginally decreases performance, and dropping text much more drastically degrades LLM performance, showing the greater utility of text as a representation for LLMs. We also conduct
the same ablation study on 1,000 random samples from the WMT dataset using predicted AMRs in Appendix D.3, where the observations are similar.

6.3 Checking the Step-By-Step Reasoning
To better understand how LLMs use AMR, we directly examine the step-by-step reasoning process produced by AMRCoT with GPT-4. We randomly select 50 samples from the PAWS dataset and manually annotate the correctness of each step in the reasoning process. For paraphrasing on PAWS, the steps (and our evaluations) are as follows:

1. Produce the AMR for the input sentences using Drozdov et al. (2022)’s structured BART model. Instead of manually annotating correctness of these AMRs, we defer to their reported performance of 82.6 SMATCH scores on the AMR 3.0 dataset.
2. Provide the AMRs to GPT-4 in the paraphrasing task prompt using AMRCoT, and then instruct it to list all the commonalities and differences of the AMRs. Our manual check finds that GPT-4 achieves a 97% F1 score (with 95% precision, 98% recall) at listing these.
3. GPT-4 then outputs a final decision on whether the sentences are paraphrases. We evaluate that its judgment in this step is consistent with the reasoning in the prior step 80% of the time.

Even though GPT-4 was able to correctly enumerate the relevant features of the AMRs, it still had trouble synthesizing this information into a correct paraphrasing judgment. These mistakes as well as the potential for cascading errors may explain why AMRCoT achieves a performance of 75.21% on PAWS, which is a slight drop from the BASE performance of 78.25%. Overall, this provides further evidence of the advantages that unstructured, free-text representations have for language models pretrained on large amounts of natural language data.

8 Conclusion
In this work, we analyze the role of semantic representations in the era of LLMs. In response to the ongoing paradigm shift in the NLP community, we show that AMR in general is not yet a representation immediately fit for pre-trained LLMs. However, our study shows that AMR still helps on some samples. We also suggest that a potential direction to enhance AMR’s contribution to LLMs is to improve the understanding of LLMs over the schemes and symbols of AMR, and map it to the reasoning of the respective NLP task. This work presents an effort to bridge the traditionally rich linguistic structures with the strength of LLMs.

Limitations and Future Work
This work explores one form of linguistic representation of text. In the future, we welcome more exploration on various other linguistic representations using the methodology presented in this work. Moreover, we explore one intuitive way of prompting the model. Future work is welcome to
explore different ways of prompting to make the AMR information more accessible and useful to the model.

In addition, some of our analyses are limited by a lack of annotated resources, so we were only able to show experimental results on hundreds of examples in some cases where gold AMR annotation is needed. This is a commonly known issue for AMR, which is expensive and requires a high level of linguistic expertise to annotate. This limitation makes the results less statistically significant than what we could have if there are more annotated AMRs available. In this work, we hope to strike a balance to still show some meaningful trends while trying to get the largest size of annotated data we can.

Moreover, if any future work has the resources to train an LLM specifically optimized for AMR as a representation, this would be the ideal setting to check out the upper bound of the power of AMR in the era of LLMs.

As for the limitations for specific parts of the paper, for example for the notion of gold AMRs in Section 6, although we use the AMR annotated by humans in the official Banarescu et al. (2013) dataset, it should be noted that such AMRs are not necessarily “perfect”, as humans might also have a non-perfect inter-annotator agreement over some AMRs. And while SMATCH scores can be predictive, they may not perfectly reflect the quality of parser-generated AMRs (Opitz and Frank, 2022). These are both open research questions, and we use the AMRs released by the official source (Banarescu et al., 2013) as a proxy for ground-truth AMR.

Ethical Considerations

The datasets used in this paper are existing public datasets on general NLP tasks without any user-sensitive information. We are not aware of specific ethical concerns with the analysis in this study, which is a neutral investigation to understand the role of traditional linguistic structures such as semantic representations in the era of LLMs.
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A Experimental Details

A.1 Data Split Details

For the five datasets that we use in Section 5, we compose the test sets in the following way. To make the experimental results in our paper representative, we aim at composing a large test set for each task, ideally more than a size of 5,000 test samples. We sequentially check whether the test set is large enough, and if not, then we include the development set and the training set sequentially. Note that since our experiments are zero-shot, i.e., we do not train our models at all, any of the original test, development, or training sets can be used to report the performance on.

As a result, for the PAWS dataset, we use its entire test set, which is large enough with 8,000 samples. For WMT16, since its test set has only 2,999 samples, we also include its development set with 3,000 samples, totaling 5,999 samples for our test. For the LOGIC dataset, as it is a relatively small dataset, we add up all its original test, development, or training sets to obtain 2,449 samples. For PubMed45, which contains 25,360 unsplit samples, we randomly select 5,000 data points for our analysis. For SPIDER, as its test set is not released, and development set has only 1,034 samples, we also include its development set with 1,034 samples. We sequentially check whether the test set is large enough, and if not, then we include the training set of 7,000 samples, totaling 8,034 samples for our test.

A.2 Evaluation Metrics

For evaluation, we report the performance of PAWS, Logic, and PubMed45 by F1 scores, the performance of machine translation on the WMT16 dataset by BLEU scores (Papineni et al., 2002), and the performance of text-to-SQL generation using the official evaluation setup at https://github.com/taoys/test-suite-sql-eval. To evaluate the generation quality of parser-produced AMRs, we report the SMATCH scores using the evaluation codes at https://github.com/snowblink14/smatch.

A.3 Prompts

We list the prompts for BASE and AMRCoT of all datasets in Tables 10 and 11, as well as the system prompts in Table 12.

---

### Table 10: Prompts for PAWS, WMT16, Logic, and PubMed45.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Prompt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Paraphrase Detection (PAWS)</strong></td>
<td><strong>BASE</strong> Paraphrase Detection: Determine if the following two sentences are exact paraphrases (rewritten versions with the same meaning) of each other. Sentence 1: <code>sentence1</code> Sentence 2: <code>sentence2</code> Answer: [Yes/No] and then provide a brief explanation of why you think the sentences are paraphrases or not. <strong>AMRCoT</strong> Paraphrase Detection: You are given two sentences and the abstract meaning representation (AMR) of each. Sentence 1: <code>sentence1</code> AMR 1: <code>{amr1}</code> Sentence 2: <code>sentence2</code> AMR 2: <code>{amr2}</code> Explain what are the commonalities and differences between the two AMRs. Then determine if the two sentences are exact paraphrases (rewritten versions with the same meaning) of each other and provide a brief explanation of why you think the sentences are paraphrases or not. Use the following format: Answer: [Yes/No] Translation:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Translation (WMT16)</strong></td>
<td><strong>BASE</strong> Please translate the following text from English to German. Text: <code>sentence1</code> Translation: <strong>AMRCoT</strong> You are given a text and its abstract meaning representation (AMR). Text: <code>sentence1</code> AMR: <code>{amr1}</code> Please translate the text from English to German. You can refer to the provided AMR if it helps you in creating the translation. Translation:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Logical Fallacy Detection (Logic)</strong></td>
<td><strong>BASE</strong> You must answer one option from the listed categories without additional text. <strong>AMRCoT</strong> You must answer one option from the listed categories without additional text.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Event Extraction (PubMed45)</strong></td>
<td><strong>BASE</strong> This question aims to assess your proficiency in validating relationships between different entities in biomedical text. You will be presented with a sentence from an article and asked to determine whether the interaction between the entities mentioned in the sentence is valid or not. You should respond with a single digit, either &quot;0&quot; if the interaction is invalid, &quot;1&quot; if it is valid, or &quot;2&quot; if swapping the positions of any two entities would make the interaction valid. Please note that you are required to provide only one of these three responses. Text: <code>sentence1</code> Interaction: <code>{interaction}</code> <strong>AMRCoT</strong> This question aims to assess your proficiency in validating relationships between different entities in biomedical text. You will be presented with a sentence from an article and its abstract meaning representation (AMR) and asked to determine whether the interaction between the entities mentioned in the sentence is valid or not. You should respond with a single digit, either &quot;0&quot; if the interaction is invalid, &quot;1&quot; if it is valid, or &quot;2&quot; if swapping the positions of any two entities would make the interaction valid. Please note that you are required to provide only one of these three responses. Text: <code>sentence1</code> AMR: <code>{amr1}</code> Interaction: <code>{interaction}</code></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A.4 Example Data Samples

To get a better sense of how the data samples look, we provide some example (text, AMR) pairs in Appendix D.4.

A.5 Implementation Details

As for the experimental details, for the BERT and RoBERTa models, we use the weighted cross-entropy loss, with a batch size of 16, learning rate of 1e-5, and dropout of 0.1, and train for five epochs until convergence. For the XGBoost classifier (Chen and Guestrin, 2016), we use the default hyperparameters, and set the random seed to 0, and the class weight proportional to the class ra-
You are given a text and its abstract meaning representation (AMR). Text: The relationship between Obama and Netanyahu is not exactly friendly. AMR:

Table 12: System prompts for all datasets.

Please translate the text from English to German. You can refer to the provided AMR if it helps you in creating the translation. Translation:

"You are given a text and its abstract meaning representation (AMR). Text: The relationship between Obama and Netanyahu is not exactly friendly. AMR:

Table 11: Prompts for SPIDER and AMR-NER.

A.6 Details of Ablation Study

For text/AMR ablation experiments, we use AMRCoT prompt with portions of text/AMR string ablated. An example of ablating 100% of the AMR is as follows:

"You are given a text and its abstract meaning representation (AMR). Text: The relationship between Obama and Netanyahu is not exactly friendly. AMR:

PAWS You are an NLP assistant whose purpose is to perform Paraphrase Identification. The goal of Paraphrase Identification is to determine whether a pair of sentences have the same meaning.

WMT16 You are an NLP assistant expert in machine translation from English to German.

Logic You are an expert in logic whose purpose is to determine the type of logical fallacy presented in a text or complete the text with one of the following logical fallacies. 1) Faulty Generalization 2) False Causality 3) Circular Claim 4) Ad Populum 5) Ad Hominem 6) Deductive Fallacy 7) Appeal to Emotion 8) False Dilemma 9) Equivocation 10) Fallacy of Extension 11) Fallacy of Relevance 12) Fallacy of Credibility 13) Intentional Fallacy.

PubMed45 You are a medical professional.

SPIDER You are a language model designed to generate SQL queries based on natural language questions. Given a question, you need to generate the corresponding SQL query that retrieves the requested information from a database.

AMR-NER You are an NLP assistant whose purpose is to perform named entity recognition (NER).

We also provide an example of abbling 100% of the text:

"You are given a text and its abstract meaning representation (AMR). Text: The relationship between Obama and Netanyahu is not exactly friendly. AMR:

Table 11: Prompts for SPIDER and AMR-NER.
B Data Collection

B.1 Composing the Slang-Involved Paraphrase Detection Dataset

Since our experiments need annotations for both slang paraphrase pairs and AMRs, we compose two datasets, GoldSlang-ComposedAMR, and GoldAMR-ComposedSlang. For GoldSlang-ComposedAMR, we use the curated slang paraphrase pairs by Tayyar Madabushi et al. (2021), and generate their AMRs with an off-the-shelf parser (Drozdov et al., 2022). For the other dataset, GoldAMR-ComposedSlang, we use gold AMRs from the LDC AMR 3.0 corpus (Banarescu et al., 2013), and compose slang paraphrases using a combination of human efforts and assistance from GPT-4.

Composing the GoldSlang-ComposedAMR Dataset
We adapt a subset of the ASILM (Tayyar Madabushi et al., 2021), an idiomatic MWE dataset, into a paraphrase detection task. Each sentence in the subset containing idiomatic expressions is paired with a paraphrase (where the idiom is replaced with its literal semantic equivalent) and a non-paraphrase (where the idiom is replaced with a phrase of similar superficial meaning but differing semantic meaning). This results in a balanced paraphrase detection dataset with respect to ground truth labels.

Composing the GoldAMR-ComposedSlang Dataset
A possible error in AMR CoT lies in the imperfection of parser-generated AMRs. To disentangle the harm caused by (1) incorrect AMRs produced by the parsers and (2) poor representation of slang expressions by AMRs, we handcrafted the GoldAMR-Slang-Para dataset. We first extract a subset from LDC-AMR3.0 (Banarescu et al., 2013) that involve slang expressions. Then, for each sentence, we replace the slang expression with an alternative expression of the same meaning, and a semantically different expression which seems literally similar, thus creating a paraphrase and non-paraphrase sentence, respectively. The corresponding AMRs can be derived from the original LDC-AMR3.0 AMRs with minimal modifications.

Specifically, we operationalize the process as follows. We first use gpt-3.5-turbo-0613 to identify 500 samples of slang usage from LDC-AMR3.0 with the following prompt:

Please evaluate the following sentence for the presence of slang expressions. A slang expression is a phrase or expression that is in the online slang dictionaries and has a meaning that is very different from its literal form. For instance, ‘raining cats and dogs’ is slang, while ‘middle school’ is not. Although ‘middle school’ is a compound phrase, it does not carry a meaning beyond its literal interpretation. Here is the sentence for your analysis: premise. Please format your response as follows: ‘Yes or No, slangs.’

If there’s no slang used, just answer ‘No’. If there are multiple slang expressions, please separate them with a semicolon (‘;’). Remember, the idioms we are interested in are those that, when taken literally, would have a completely different semantic meaning.

Then we manually check whether the extracted expressions are slang and are appropriate. Consistent with the spirit of (Zhang et al., 2019), we use the following prompt to query gpt-3.5-turbo-0613 to generate one paraphrase and one non paraphrase of each sentence.

Rewrite the following sentence in two ways Sentence: sentence 1. Replacing “slang” with its intended meaning. 2. Replacing “slang” with its literal meaning, such that the sentence loses its original meaning. Do not change anything else

Lastly, for each pair of (original_sentence, (non)paraphrase_sentence), we give (original_sentence, original_amr, (non)paraphrase_sentence) to gpt-3.5-turbo-0613, and ask it to generate (non)paraphrase_amr by minimally modifying the original_amr. The prompt is as follows:

“The AMR of the sentence ‘og_sentence’ is og_amr
What is the AMR of the sentence ‘paraphrase’? Modified the given AMR to fit the sentence ‘hypothesis’ and words not present in the sentence ‘hypothesis’ should not appear in your AMR. Start you response with ‘(‘.”

B.2 Intuition of Why AMR Might Be Helpful for NER

For some intuition of why we choose the NER task out of the OntoNotes 5.0 dataset, it has already been shown in existing work that AMR can help event extraction (Garg et al., 2015; Huang
et al., 2018), which is also a type of named entities. Specifically, the graphical structure and typed tags of AMR make it easy to identify named entities. For instance, in the sentence “the top money funds are currently yielding well over 9%” in the AMR-NER dataset, we discover the AMR substructure “(p / percentage-entity 10 :value 9),” which makes it easy to identify “9%” as a named entity of type percent.

C Explanation of Linguistic Features

In our analysis, we delve into specific linguistic features that exhibit strong correlations with AMR helpfulness, as detailed in Tables 6 and 7.

Number of Adjuncts This feature involves counting words that serve as modifiers to nouns, pronouns, verbs, and other parts of speech. Adjuncts typically provide additional context or emphasis but can be omitted without altering the core meaning of the sentence. For example, in “John really likes apples,” the word “really” is an adjunct, modifying the verb “likes.”

Word Complexity We assess word complexity using the age of acquisition metric, following the methodology of Kuperman et al. (2012).

Number of Quantifier Phrase Modifiers This feature quantifies the modifiers within quantifier phrases that adjust the head, or primary element, of the phrase. An illustration of this can be seen in the sentence “About 5000 people attended the conference,” where “about” modifies the quantifier “5000.” This concept is further explained by de Marneffe and Manning (2008).

D Additional Experiments

D.1 Statistical Significance Tests

We conduct statistical significance tests for the experiments in the main paper comparing BASE and AMR-COT, including Tables 3, 5 and 9. Using the Student’s t-test (Student, 1908), we report the significance test results in Table 13. The results echo our earlier observation that the changes by AMR-COT is mostly small-scale fluctuations, as the differences are statistically insignificant in most cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>BASE</th>
<th>AMR-COT</th>
<th>Sig. (p)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PAWS</td>
<td>78.25</td>
<td>-3.04</td>
<td>✓ (5.209e-8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMT</td>
<td>27.52</td>
<td>-0.83</td>
<td>X (0.0716)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logic</td>
<td>55.61</td>
<td>-0.49</td>
<td>X (0.7300)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pubmed45</td>
<td>39.65</td>
<td>-3.87</td>
<td>✓ (0.0309)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPIDER</td>
<td>43.78</td>
<td>+0.61</td>
<td>✓ (0.4362)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GoldSlang-ComposedAMR</td>
<td>86.83</td>
<td>-6.63</td>
<td>✓ (0.0014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GoldAMR-ComposedSlang</td>
<td>77.69</td>
<td>-8.78</td>
<td>X (0.1309)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMR-NER (Gold AMR)</td>
<td>60.51</td>
<td>+0.03</td>
<td>X (0.9935)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMR-NER (Parser AMR)</td>
<td>60.51</td>
<td>+1.91</td>
<td>X (0.6227)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 13: For all the experiments comparing BASE and AMR-COT using GPT-4 mentioned in the main text, we calculate whether the difference AMR-COT is statistically significant (Sig.) using t-test (Student, 1908) by the threshold \( p = 0.05 \), and report the actual \( p \) values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>BASE</th>
<th>AMR-COT</th>
<th>BASE</th>
<th>AMR-COT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>text-d.-001</td>
<td>90.48</td>
<td>-1.09</td>
<td>30.29</td>
<td>-4.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>text-d.-002</td>
<td>91.00</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>33.14</td>
<td>-1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>text-d.-003</td>
<td>91.37</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>34.75</td>
<td>-1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPT-3.5</td>
<td>91.70</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>37.09</td>
<td>-0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPT-4</td>
<td>91.79</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>37.71</td>
<td>-0.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 14: Performance on WMT by additional metrics, BERTScore and spBLEU.

D.2 Additional Evaluation Results for Machine Translation

In the main paper, we mainly report the performance of machine translation using the standard evaluation metric BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002). Recent studies has proposed new metrics to evaluate the quality of machine translation, such as BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2020) and spBLEU (Goyal et al., 2022), so we also report the model performance according to these two additional metrics in Table 14. We use the version of spBLEU built from the Flores-200 dataset. The performance trend is consistent with Section 4, where AMR has a marginal effect on the baseline LLM performance.

D.3 Larger-Scale Ablation Study Using WMT

We understand that the ablation study in Section 6.2 is on a small scale (in order to use the gold annotated data). As an alternative tradeoff to regress a bit on the data quality, but aim at a larger scale, we also conduct the same ablation study on 1,000 random samples from the WMT dataset using predicted AMRs. Our results in Figure 5 also confirm that text has a more instrumental role for LLMs.

3https://github.com/facebookresearch/flores/tree/main/flores200
D.4 Few-Shot Experiments

In addition to the main results of the overall effect of AMR in Section 4 using zero-shot prompting, we also check whether adding few-shot examples to the prompt will help. Since the experiments are very costly, we conduct a small-scale preliminary check running few-shot AMR-CoT on 200 random samples from PAWS using gpt-3.5-turbo-0613. As AMRs are lengthy, and PAWS is a binary classification task, we select one random example with the positive label, and another with the negative label, totaling an average prompt length of 371 tokens. The resulting F1 score is 63.67, close to BASE performance of 63.92, serving as a preliminary observation that the few-shot setting might not change our observations much.